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Meet recruiters, explore graduate roles, internships and full-time jobs, and find out about different career options at Oxford University's careers fair for all sectors.

www.careers.ox.ac.uk/oucf
WELCOME TO THE
OXFORD UNIVERSITY CAREERS FAIR

This careers fair offers Oxford University students, researchers, and alumni the opportunity to find out about a variety of different career options across a wide range of employment sectors.

You will be able to meet a number of major recruiters that are keen to attract students and graduates to their teams, compare different organisations and find out about graduate and work experience opportunities. Not all the recruiters participating in this event are giving a presentation in Oxford this year, so this may be your only chance to meet them informally.

Whether you know precisely what you want for your future career, are still deciding, or are just starting to think about what you want to do next, this is your chance to find out more.

Top tips

Use this booklet to plan your fair tactics:

• Check who is attending and read their booklet entry before you speak to them.
• Plan some questions to ask e.g. what are the pros and cons of their work? Or, what tips can they give you to increase your chances of being selected for work experience or employment?
• Be keen and attentive – first impressions count!
• Talk to as many people as you can.
• Remember to record who you spoke to and key points of your conversations.

Read more on how to make the most of a careers fair.
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Who we are
AlphaSights is the global leader in knowledge on-demand. Since launching in 2008, we have focused relentlessly on one thing: helping our clients unlock knowledge advantage.
We do this by providing frictionless access to the expert insights that matter - whatever the company, sector, geography or topic.

Our mission
Knowledge is the key to progress, prosperity, and the creation of a better future. Much of humanity's most important knowledge is non-digitized and locked up in the minds of millions of professionals worldwide. AlphaSights provides investors and business leaders with seamless access to this knowledge, enabling them to achieve competitive advantage and accelerate progress.
Our mission is to unlock human knowledge and power success for our clients, our people and our company.

Find out more at: http://careers@alphasights.com/
Ark Teacher Training

Rated ‘Outstanding’ by Ofsted, our training programme offers the perfect blend of theory and practice to ensure trainees from all walks of life have the tools and support they need to become incredible primary or secondary teachers for pupils.

Unlike a university-based PGCE, you’ll be based in a school from day one. Not only does this mean you’ll be making a difference from your very first day, but you’ll also be able to watch your students grow over an entire academic year and see your development alongside them.

Find out more at: www.arkteachertraining.org
Axiom Healthcare Strategies

Axiom was founded in 2016 and is the premier strategy and management life-sciences consulting firm serving biotechnology, pharmaceutical, and health care provider clients, with a focus on oncology and rare disease. Our engagements deliver exclusively high value-add for our clients’ most critically important issues. Axiom’s Think Tank philosophy of consulting also drives external, non-transactional work in which we seek to give back and shape the future of oncology and rare disease care.

At Axiom our people are excited to help clients address their most pressing challenges. We leverage the flexibility and expertise of our diverse network and organization to bring an unparalleled client experience based on our team’s combination of skill sets: strategic problem solving, rigorous analyses/methodologies, and clear and concise communications. Axiom has offices across the US, India and the UK (London).

Find out more at: www.axiomhcs.com/join-us
BAE Systems Digital Intelligence

BAE Systems Digital Intelligence is home to more than 4,500 digital, cyber and intelligence experts. We work collaboratively across 16 countries to collect, connect and understand complex data, so that governments, nation states, armed forces and commercial businesses can unlock digital advantage in the most demanding environments. Launched in 2022, Digital Intelligence is part of BAE Systems, and has a rich heritage in helping to defend nations and businesses from advanced threats.

Following the creation of BAE Systems Digital Intelligence in February 2022 our business has been supporting governments, nation states, armed forces and commercial enterprises with digital, cyber and intelligence expertise. Join our family of 4000+ digital experts if you are interested in Tech and Cyber Security and have experience in fields such as Software Development, Solution Architecture, Software Engineering, Electrical Engineering, or you’re looking for Graduate, Intern and Apprentice programs.

Baillie Gifford & Co

This is your opportunity to join Baillie Gifford, a leading independent global investment management partnership. Today, with in excess of £230 billion under management and more than 700 clients across the globe, we have over 1,700 employees working at our head office in Edinburgh.

Let’s forget about your degree for a moment, and instead focus on you. Are you an inquisitive thinker with the imagination to see the world differently? Do you have the curiosity to explore new possibilities and the desire to create solutions that drive future development? Then we’d like to meet you. We think our investments aren’t all that different from the graduates we look for – it’s all about potential. Join either one of our Investment Research or Technology Solutions programmes, and our next investment will be you.

**Diversity and inclusion:** We seek diversity in all its forms and recognise that an inclusive workplace is fundamental to our success as a business. Fostering a culture of inclusivity enables us to attract, develop and retain diverse talent, encourage the free exchange of ideas, and enhances our relationships with clients and companies across the world. We work to ensure that all our colleagues feel valued, and that their work is always recognised and rewarded.

**Wellbeing:** Good mental and physical health is vital for us all. That’s why we’re always working to ensure our staff feel supported – through open conversations, social networks and policies that make people feel valued. The wellbeing of our colleagues is a top priority for us. If we want to have healthy, happy, motivated people who take pride in working here, then we have a responsibility to ensure we’re taking their wellbeing seriously.

Find out more at: [https://earlycareers.bailliegifford.com/](https://earlycareers.bailliegifford.com/)
Blenheim Chalcot

Blenheim Chalcot is the UK’s leading digital venture builder. We build tech businesses that disrupt and transform sectors. We invest more than just funds, we invest our knowledge and experience, our ideas and our infrastructure.

Our ventures are at the forefront of a multitude of industries covering FinTech, EdTech, GovTech, Media, Sport, Charity and more. You may have heard of some of our growing businesses such as Modulr, ClearScore, Hive Learning, Avado and the Rajasthan Royals.

Our portfolio represents sales of over £400 million, £1.5bn of assets under management, more than 3,000 employees and a successful track record of over 40 companies. We currently have a portfolio of 19 companies varying in stage from seed to venture to growth.

Find out more at: www.blenheimchalcot.com/careers/
Please visit our British International Investment stand where you’ll learn more about us as the UK’s development finance institution and impact investor, as well as our Graduate and Summer Internship Programmes.

We have a mission to help solve the biggest global development challenges by investing patient, flexible capital to create more productive, sustainable and inclusive economies in Africa, Asia and the Caribbean, enabling people in those countries to build better lives for themselves and their communities.

Our rotational 2-year 'Investment and Impact Graduate Analyst Programme' offers a wide overview of, and insight into, our work as impact investors which we can discuss further and provide some detail on the recruitment process.

We look forward to seeing you!

Find out more at: www.bii.co.uk
City, University of London

City, University of London are ranked 1st in London for Communication and Media Studies in the Complete University Guide 2023. We run reputable postgraduate courses in Journalism, Media and Communications, Publishing and Cultural and Creative Industries.

City’s Department of Journalism is regarded as a leader in its field, with an unrivaled record of getting graduates into the best jobs in journalism in both traditional and emerging journalist roles. We have had over 40 years of providing outstanding Journalism education and strive to keep our curriculum at the front of industry changes. We run one year intensive specialist masters courses aiming to get you into the field of Journalism.

Similarly, our Publishing programmes enjoy fantastic links to many different commercial publishers in London from across the full range publishing sectors. Across all our courses we seek to provide students with a practical understanding of how Media and the Creative Industries work and innovate.

Find out more at: www.city.ac.uk/about/schools/communication-creativity/journalism

FURTHER STUDY | COMMUNICATION
Clipboard Health

Clipboard Health is a Series C, an extremely fast-growing tech startup with classic two-sided network effects, revolutionizing the healthcare staffing industry. We’re a post-product-market fit with substantive revenue.

Clipboard Health is a diverse and inclusive company with a globally remote team of 600+ people. We’ve been featured on YC’s Top Companies. Our investors include Sequoia, IVP, Caffeinated Capital; Initialized Capital.

We need your help to keep growing so that we can serve more healthcare professionals, healthcare facilities, and patients.

Find out more at: https://corporatecareers.clipboardhealth.com

HEALTHCARE TECHNOLOGY
Department for Education

Register with Get Into Teaching and our dedicated Teacher Training Advice service will give you free support and advice on how you can get into teaching. We’ll help you with everything from keeping you updated with the latest information on financial support, arranging school experience, to preparing a strong application to teacher training.

As a good teacher, you’ll always be in demand. Teaching welcomes talented people from all backgrounds and careers. Teaching is a professional career, where your degree and knowledge really counts and allows you to develop in the areas that you are most passionate about.

Teaching is a career born from your passion and interest. Turn your passion into a career. Teach.

Find out more at: https://getintoteaching.education.gov.uk/
Diplomatische Akademie Wien - Vienna School of International Studies

The Vienna School of International Studies is a training institution offering postgraduate courses for university and college graduates of all disciplines.

#diplomacy matters. Educating global leaders since 1754, the DA has for a long time been recognised for going beyond academic disciplines, (geographical) borders and language barriers in its teaching and research.

Studying at the DA

- Experienced & diverse faculty
- Career services from day one
- Global network in more than 120 countries
- Vienna campus in the heart of Vienna
- Public conferences and lectures

Academic fields/departments

Political Science and International Relations | International Economics | International and European Law | History | Cultural Studies. Further programme topics in cooperation with our partner universities.

Our Programmes

- Diploma Programme
- Master of Advanced International Studies
- MSc in Environmental Technology & Int'l Affairs
- MSc in Digital Int'l Affairs
- PhD in Interdisciplinary Int'l Studies

More information

Find out more at: https://da-vienna.ac.at/
Fast Stream Civil Service


Unleash your future leadership and management potential. Grow like nowhere else. Join the Fast Stream and you'll be encouraged, enabled and empowered to shape your way in postings where you'll tackle issues that matter to people across the UK.

The Civil Service supports the government of the day to implement its policies effectively on behalf of every community across the UK. From benefits and pensions to employment services, prisons to driving licenses, our work touches every aspect of UK life. Our award-winning Fast Stream programme accelerates careers, developing talented, high-potential people into future Civil Service leaders and managers.

Find out more at: http://www.faststream.gov.uk/
Flutter UK & Ireland

Flutter is changing the game.

We are the global leader in betting and gaming, with a mission to make a lasting, positive impact on our industry. Headquartered in Dublin, listed on the London and Euronext stock exchanges, we operate in 100 countries with over 23,000 employees who all share the same passion for bringing excitement and entertainment to life for millions of customers, while leading the way in responsible play.

We’re home to the world’s most distinctive brands, which in the Flutter UK and Ireland division, includes Paddy Power, Betfair, Sky Betting and Gaming and tombola. We use our collective power to disrupt our sector, learning from each other to create a better future for our customers, colleagues and communities.

Our scale gives us a unique competitive advantage, our ‘Flutter Edge’ - combining our tech and talent with capital and world-class product expertise, which we share all across the Group to enable our brands to win in their local markets.

We will be opening the Flutter UK & Ireland Graduate Programme for applications in January 2024 to start in September 2024. We have set up a web page for you to sign up to making sure you don’t miss out on any new information regarding our anticipated graduate programme.

Find out more at: https://careers.flutteruki.com/early-careers/graduates/

BETTING AND GAMING
Future Teacher Training

We are recognised as a national leader in teacher training, ranked the top training provider in the South of England, and judged ‘Outstanding’ by Ofsted (2016 and 2023). At Future Teacher Training we have an unrelenting focus on producing teachers of the highest calibre, characterised by their deep subject knowledge and unrelenting desire to become expert teachers and leaders in the education field.

We offer a highly personalised training experience, realised through weekly training sessions, offering access to cutting edge practice and pedagogy delivered by Trust experts and leaders. Our curriculum is delivered through seven core strands, enabling trainees to benefit from the expertise of high profile and highly qualified specialists.

The Future training experience offers a central curriculum alongside access to true experts in the field of education ranging from inspirational school leaders to advisors from research hubs like the Education Endowment Foundation. We provide a knowledge-rich curriculum underpinned by the most up to date, evidence-based research, as well as high-quality mentoring driven by our pioneering instructional coaching model. We offer bursary, tuition-fee and salaried routes across the primary phase and secondary subjects, as well as generous scholarships and financial packages. Typically, our trainees come from top universities with a 2:1 or above and a deep desire to progress within our organisation beyond their ITT year, which is exemplified by our exceptionally high employment rates into our Future Academies schools.

Find out more at: [www.futureteachertraining.org](http://www.futureteachertraining.org)
Hertie School

The Hertie School is a private university based in Berlin, Germany, accredited by the state and the German Science Council. It prepares exceptional students for leadership positions in government, business and civil society.

Interdisciplinary and practice-oriented teaching, first-class research and an extensive international network set the Hertie School apart and position it as an ambassador of good governance, characterised by public debate and engagement.

Our motto is "Understand today. Shape tomorrow".

Find out more at: http://hertie-school.org/
Hurst College is a very successful independent school located on an outstanding 140 acre campus in West Sussex, just north of Brighton. One of the keys to our success has been excellent staff. The college has made a point of recruiting and training individuals – who have the potential to become outstanding teachers – straight from university or those who have had initial careers in other areas.

Our Teach Hurst Teacher Training programme is fully-funded and includes sponsorship of PGCE and Early Career Teachers training. Our trainees receive close and supportive mentorship and many continue with us, once trained, into positions of responsibility, with pay increases to match.

We offer a competitive starting salary, free on-site accommodation and free meals along with access to a wide range of sporting and leisure facilities, trips and events through our co-curricular programme.

Find out more at: www.hppc.co.uk/about-us/teach-hurst-teacher-training/
At IFS, we recruit top-quality economists. We specialise in the economic analysis of public policy, bridging the gap between purely academic research and issues of practical policy design or evaluation.

You will carry out in-depth economic research and communicate your findings to politicians, journalists, academics and others such as campaigning groups and professional organisations. You will work closely with colleagues in a small team as well as with other teams across the Institute; your colleagues will include policy experts and leading academics from the UK and overseas.

We will support you in developing your skills, through further study, ad hoc training and by giving you opportunities to get involved with all aspects of research and communication right from the start.

We recruit annually for research economists, postdoctoral fellows, graduate scholars and summer students. We also consider applications for senior economists on an ongoing basis.

Find out more at: [https://ifs.org.uk/jobs](https://ifs.org.uk/jobs)
Jacari

Jacari is a charity that supports local migrant and refugee children aged 6-16 who speak English as an Additional Language. Sign up today to become a Jacari tutor and make a real difference in a child's life! We are partnered with 13 local schools (8 primary schools and 5 secondary schools) who refer pupils most in need of language learning support and building confidence in and outside of the classroom.

Our volunteers are matched 1:1 with a pupil. Volunteers provide informal and fun tutorials (1hr per week) at the pupil's home or at the pupil's school. These sessions aim to support language learning but are also intended to provide a comfortable and informal time to learn outside the classroom. Volunteers become valued mentors and tutors. At Jacari, we train our volunteers to provide these sessions (including safeguarding, volunteer induction and teaching skills sessions). We also provide additional workshops delivered by external partners on topics such as talking about migrant and refugee challenges with young people, engaging with a pupil completely new to English and so on. We run a range of activities and events for Jacari pupils and their volunteer tutors, including trips to local museums, arts & crafts and much more.

Our volunteers are passionate about supporting newly arrived refugee and migrant children in Oxford. Volunteering for Jacari is a fantastic opportunity to learn more about teaching and education practice as well as how charities support local refugee and migrant families. If you would like to become a Jacari tutor, please check out our website and social media, and complete our application form. If you have any questions, please feel free to email us at oxford@jacari.org

Find out more at: www.jacari.org

TEACHING | VOLUNTEERING
John Swire & Sons

The world is continually evolving which means that the way we do business is too. We’re looking for intellectually curious, adaptable and enterprising future leaders who will drive the Swire Group forward.

From aviation to shipping and property to beverages, Swire operates in multiple industries across the globe. Many of our core businesses can be found within the Asia Pacific region and include well-known companies such as Cathay Pacific, Swire Coca-Cola, HAECO, Swire Properties, Swire Shipping and Steamships Trading Company.

The objective of the Swire Management Programme is to develop high performance, high potential individuals into business leaders who share a common set of values. On the Programme, you’ll have the option to explore different industries, functions, countries and cultures while having the flexibility to hone your skills and gain experience in the areas that interest you most. With frequent job rotations and extensive training and development support, you’ll never stop learning.

Find out more at: https://careers.swire.com/
Our trainee program is a departure from the ordinary training experience. We immerse talented and driven people in our business and fast-track them for big roles in our company. We offer trainee programs all over the globe as it serves as a critical talent pipeline for the organization.

Find out more at: [www.kraftheinzcompany.com/](http://www.kraftheinzcompany.com/)
Le Cordon Bleu London

Le Cordon Bleu is the leading global network of culinary arts and hospitality management institutes steeped in history with a rich heritage spanning over 120 years. The school maintains its global presence with 35 schools in more than 20 countries, training over 20,000 students of more than 100 different nationalities every year. Traditional French culinary techniques remain at the heart of Le Cordon Bleu, but its academic programmes are constantly adapted to include new, innovative technologies required to suit the growing needs of the hospitality industry.

The London institute offers a large range of programmes from short courses, certificates and professional diplomas covering cuisine, pâtisserie, wine, nutrition and management, to undergraduate and postgraduate courses in culinary arts and hospitality management.

Find out more at: www.cordonbleu.edu/london/home/en

FURTHER STUDY | CULINARY ARTS & HOSPITALITY
News Associates

News Associates is officially the UK’s number one NCTJ-accredited journalism school. You will find our trainees making their mark on the front pages of our national and regional newspapers, presenting and reporting on the BBC and Sky News, working internationally for some of the most respected names in journalism from Reuters to Agence France Presse to CNN and the Wall Street Journal and producing cutting-edge multimedia features for VICE and Tortoise.

We run a variety of in-person and remote, full and part-time journalism courses for undergraduates and post-graduates with a passion for journalism – with the option to specialise in sports journalism – and free journalism workshops.

Find out more at: https://newsassociates.co.uk/

FURTHER STUDY | JOURNALISM
We are Newton.

We’re a team of the brightest and most curious minds with a fundamental belief that every organisation can be better. We crack some of the toughest business and public sector challenges of the day. Not with reports, or copy-and-paste thinking. But by pinpointing and implementing the changes that will make the biggest difference – and then guaranteeing our fees against delivering measurable results.

We never start out assuming we know the answer, but we’re always certain we’ll find it and see it through to the finish. By uncovering the data that means the most important decisions are made with facts, not opinions. By bringing together people who live and breathe delivering results. And by embedding in client organisations this same passion, self-belief and know-how to thrive on any challenge in the future.

We’re currently looking for Operations and Digital Consultants. When you join us in one of these roles, you’ll work alongside a variety of clients to design and implement programmes that deliver real, sustainable change. You’ll be working on site, from the shop floor to the boardroom and everywhere in between. Every mission and every client is different, but our model of work doesn’t change. On a day to day basis, you’ll be working with our clients to identify opportunities for improvement and then plan and implement the changes that need to happen to solve the problem.

We demand better in everything we do. We think you should too.

Find out more at: www.newtoneurope.com/careers/graduates
Obsidian Achernar

Obsidian Achernar (OA) is a fast-growing financial services company that operates offices in the UK, Ghana, Nigeria and Kenya. We provide a wide range of financial services which include fixed income, commodity trading, investment management, and corporate advisory services. Our primary focus is to deliver innovative and secure financial services that meet the changing needs of individuals and corporates across borders.

Our company nurtures a culture of innovation, continuous learning, and resilience. We believe in pushing boundaries, exploring new ideas, and embracing a growth mindset. We encourage our employees to think creatively, challenge the status quo, and never shy away from making mistakes, as we see them as valuable learning opportunities.

At OA, equality and diversity are not just buzzwords; they are core principles that we uphold. We acknowledge that a diverse workforce drives innovation, fosters creativity, and enhances our ability to understand and serve our diverse clientele.

Potential hires can be assured that they will be part of a company that values their unique contributions, fosters personal and professional growth, and upholds principles of integrity, transparency, and equality. We actively seek to attract, develop, and retain talent from diverse backgrounds, and strive to create an inclusive work environment that celebrates diversity in all its forms.

Find out more at: https://www.oamarkets.com/
Oxford Hub

Oxford Hub is the home of student volunteering in Oxford! We run volunteering programmes and community projects to build a more equal, resilient and connected Oxford - supporting people to thrive, get involved in their community, and tackle inequality.

There's never a better time to volunteer than when you're a student - and volunteering benefits your CV as well as the community! Talk to us about what skills you are looking to develop, and we will help you find volunteering to suit this.

Find out more at: https://oxfordshireteachertraining.co.uk/

VOLUNTEERING
Oxfordshire Teacher Training

Oxfordshire Teacher Training is an accredited provider of School Centred Initial Teacher Training (SCITT). Based at The Cherwell School in Oxford, the Lead School in our outstanding ITT partnership. Since 2013 we have trained hundreds of Early Career Teachers (ECTs) and provided fantastic teachers to Oxfordshire schools and beyond.

We offer a wide range of high quality programmes across nursery, primary, special and secondary education, which suit applicants of all backgrounds and circumstances. Our programmes all lead to Qualified Teacher Status (QTS) – the professional qualification- and our Associate Teachers (trainees) also have the option to add a master’s level Post Graduate Certificate in Education (PGCE) to their programme.

Find out more at: https://oxfordshireteachertraining.co.uk/
At Qubit Capital Labs, we are a forward-thinking proprietary trading firm, driven by a commitment to redefine liquidity dynamics across financial markets. Our mission is to embrace cross cutting-edge technology to offer unparalleled liquidity solutions across various asset classes, irrespective of changing market conditions.

Our competitive edge stems from our diversity which continues to attract brilliant minds from diverse backgrounds, including quantum scientists, financial experts, programmers, mathematicians, and visionary thinkers. This eclectic mix of talent fuels our creativity and ensures that we stay ahead in a rapidly evolving landscape.

**Why Join Qubit Capital Labs**

- Collaborate with industry-leading experts in quantum computing, machine learning and deep learning financial technology.
- Work on cutting-edge projects that redefine liquidity solutions in global markets.
- Engage in a culture of innovation, where diverse talents come together to shape the future.
- Develop your skills, knowledge, and expertise in a fast-paced and forward-thinking environment.
- Contribute to a community that values your ideas and encourages your professional growth.

Find out more at: [https://www.linkedin.com/company/qubit-capital-labs/about/](https://www.linkedin.com/company/qubit-capital-labs/about/)
Crafting beautiful books is at the heart of everything that Reedsy does. We're changing the way books are published by giving authors and publishers access to talented professionals, powerful tools, and free educational content.

Reedsy was founded in the summer of 2014 by Emmanuel Nataf, Ricardo Fayet, Vincent Durand and Matt Cobb. Since then, we’re proud to have built a network of world-class publishing professionals and helped produce over 10,000 books.

Publishers and authors trust us to provide them with quality talent. That’s why we only work with editors, designers, marketers, and ghostwriters who have experience crafting books that land on the New York Times bestseller list. Authors come to us from a range of backgrounds. Maintaining a diverse roster of professionals ensures that authors from all walks of life can find the right people to help. This is our challenge: to allow you to exercise your creativity by making sure our services are perfectly suited to your genre and budget.

That’s why you will find that Reedsy professionals come from all across the globe: based in over 30 countries, they have worked with clients of all sizes and sensibilities. Our idea is simple: the more perspectives we can bring to the table, the more unique the books produced on Reedsy will be. We believe that in a world otherwise dominated by a mass-market culture, the need for a diversity of books is greater than ever. Reedsy is made possible thanks to the incredible professionals who have joined our network. They work from over 600 cities, covering most continents. We are strong believers in the power of remote work. The Reedsy team itself hails from over ten different countries and speaks as many languages.

Find out more at: https://apply.workable.com/reedsy/
Sotheby's

Established in 1744, Sotheby’s is the world’s premier destination for art and luxury. Synonymous with innovation, Sotheby’s promotes access, connoisseurship and preservation of fine art and rare objects through auctions, private sales and retail locations.

Our trusted global marketplace is supported by a network of specialists spanning 40 countries and 50 categories, which include Contemporary Art, Modern and Impressionist Art, Old Masters, Chinese Works of Art, Jewellery, Watches, Wine and Spirits, and Interiors, among many others.

Find out more at: www.sothebys.com/en/about/careers

FINE ART BROKERS
Teach First

Teach First are a Times Top 100 graduate employer who are fighting to make education fair for every child.

Unlock the potential in children from underserved communities – and the potential in you. Train with experts to become a teacher and leader.

Our graduate Training Programme is two years with an optional third year to complete a master’s degree. Get a salary from day one in the classroom, gain a fully funded qualification in education and leadership, boost your career and make a difference to the pupils who need it most.

Come and speak to us about our graduate and undergraduate opportunities.

Find out more at: www.teachfirst.org.uk
The Phoenix Partnership (TPP)

TPP is a world-leader in Digital Health. From apps enabling patients to manage their own care to comprehensive hospital solutions, TPP delivers technology that connects everyone involved in healthcare delivery. For over twenty years, we have been applying the most advanced technology to provide a safe and secure environment to deliver care. Our aim is to improve access to healthcare data, making sure it is available whenever and wherever it is needed. We want to help people make the best use of that data, to empower clinicians and citizens, and to create the healthcare systems of the future.

TPP has been consistently recognised as an outstanding graduate employer. Since 2017, we have consistently featured in The Job Crowds’ “Top Company for Graduates to Work For”, and were the overall winners for 2022 in addition to being awarded ‘Best Salary’ and ‘Best Benefits’. We have also been named in the Times Top 100 Graduate Employers list every year since 2019.

Find out more at: https://tpp-careers.com/
The University of Law

We are the largest provider of legal education in the UK (HESA 2020/21). All of our courses, including LPC, SQE, BPC and Conversion courses are designed with a unique, varied and innovative learning approach proven to deliver self-reliant professionals who can compete in the fast-changing professional world.

We have a vast network in the legal industry and deliver legal training to 94 of the top 100 law firms, with exclusive relationships with 60 of the top UK law firms and many of the most prestigious US firms in the UK.

Find out more at: www.law.ac.uk/study/postgraduate/
At Think Ahead, we want to see a society where everyone with mental health problems can flourish.

That won’t happen unless people can improve their social circumstances – because life issues like relationships, living arrangements, and employment have profound effects on mental wellbeing.

To drive change we created the Think Ahead programme, an innovative route into mental health social work. Get paid to train as a mental health social worker and support people living with mental health needs.

Find out more at: [https://thinkahead.org/](https://thinkahead.org/)
University of St. Andrews

The University of St Andrews is the 3rd oldest university in the UK and the oldest university in Scotland. Consistently ranked amongst the top-5 universities in the UK, it is renowned for its teaching excellence and impressive research. Over six centuries it has established a reputation as one of Europe's leading and most distinctive centres of education.

Find out more at: www.st-andrews.ac.uk
Unlocked Graduates

Applications for the Unlocked Graduates Leadership Development Programme are open!

Did you know that reoffending costs around £18bn a year? With the data showing that nearly half of adult prisoners reoffend within one year of release.

The Unlocked Graduates award-winning two-year Leadership Development Programme is for ambitious graduates of all subjects who are driven to help lead reform on the frontline as prison officers. With support from Unlocked, many of our graduates start up projects aimed at rehabilitation and reforming prison policy.

As a Times Top 100 graduate employer, we offer a range of benefits:

- A starting salary of up to £38K.
- A fully-funded bespoke master’s degree.
- Work placement opportunities with our leading corporate partners – including Clifford Chance, PwC and the Ministry of Justice.
- Group support and 1-1 mentoring on offer.
- Ongoing networking and development opportunities throughout and following our two-year programme.

This is your chance to join the graduate Leadership Development Programme that sees participants launch award-winning innovation acceleration projects and make real changes to prisoner's lives through phenomenal rehabilitative work. This is two years to become a leader. One opportunity to change society. Is it for you?

Find out more at: https://unlockedgrads.org.uk/forms/application-registration/
Veer

Veer is a small team of engineers and academics from London and the University of Oxford with a passion and plan for changing the recruitment landscape for the better. We are headed by esteemed AI researcher Sir Nigel Shadbolt and Sue Douglas, who brings a wealth of experience as the former editor of the Sunday Express and deputy editor of the Sunday Times. We have garnered significant investment and consequently are part owned by a major global recruitment company.

We're making it our mission to rebuild the world's recruitment infrastructure from the ground up, questioning every assumption and belief about how these systems should work in pursuit of the best user experience, from career discovery to interviews.

Find out more at: https://dev.teamveer.com/
At Walter Scott, we know that our strength lies in our people. As an Edinburgh-based investment management firm with around 180 employees, we offer bespoke equity portfolio management services, building real and long-term relationships with our clients. Our Investment Research team looks to invest in world-leading companies, taking a team-based approach to decision-making. Meanwhile, our Operations teams underpin this entire investment process and strive to provide our clients with the right levels of service and support, which is vital for the success of our business.

Our two summer internship opportunities in Investment Research or Operations are open to inquisitive and motivated individuals from any degree subject and a diverse range of backgrounds. Our size and culture mean you’ll be very much part of the team, and our experienced mentors will be on hand to offer support throughout your time with us.

Find out more at: www.walterscott.com/careers/

WALTER SCOTT

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT